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ABSTRACT 

 This thesis examines, details, and evaluates the process used while 

executing the costume design for Temple University’s 2013 production of The 

Liar by David Ives.  I will discuss each part of the design process from pre to post 

production and reflect on the process and choices made. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

                                              DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 

  As an only child my interactions with children my own age had been 

limited during the first decade of my life. In order to become more social and 

comfortable with my fellow classmates, my parents enrolled me in extracurricular 

activities within my hometown. I focused primarily on sports, with the occasional 

Girl Scouts or 4-H meeting on the weekends. One evening, my mother 

introduced me to a movie musical titled Funny Girl, and my life was forever 

changed. The power of theatre captured my heart and has yet to let go. 

 After that fateful evening, my love affair with musical theatre began. 

According to my parents, I never encountered a mirror that I did not love or miss 

an opportunity for a dramatic moment. I instantly found an outlet for my voice and 

a community that became the siblings I never had. Over the course of the next 

10 years I found myself immersed in show choir, fall plays, spring musicals and 

competitions on cruise lines.  

 My love for the performing arts took a sharp turn once I entered college at 

The Ohio State University. I switched back and forth from Fine Arts to Theatre to 

Graphic Design. During the first two years this struggle persisted, but I finally 

committed my life to theatre. As part of our degree requirements at OSU, we had 

to take classes in scenic, lighting and costume design. Truth be told, costume 

design had never been an area of interest up to that point. I had an extensive 

background in drawing and painting, as well years of my grandmother teaching 
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me basic sewing skills. My instructor, Kristine Kearny approached me at the end 

of the quarter and strongly urged me to consider costume design as a potential 

career. Needless to say I was hesitant at first, for I feared pigeon holing myself. I 

felt unprepared and misguided as most sophomores do at 20 years of age. 

Kristine’s words remained in my head for the next year and a half and 

popped in and out of my consciousness at the most inopportune times. It was 

then that I discovered a program through New York University called “Spring In 

New York.” It was a semester study away program that provides students with 

the opportunity to move to New York City, study at NYU, and participate in 

internships/jobs within the city. With trepidation I applied hoping that I would get 

into the program and be able to take classes at Tisch School of the Arts. After a 

summer of waiting anxiously, I was accepted into the program and scared 

beyond belief. As a young girl from the suburban Midwest, I had no idea what 

was in store for me. I can say now, 6 year later, this was the right decision and a 

life changing one at that. 

My course load at NYU consisted of a course in Public Policy, Intro to 

Special Effects Make-Up Design, Special Education and Group Therapy through 

Performance, and Theatre Criticism. The policy course was a requirement for all 

Spring in New York participants and was surprisingly insightful. It helped that it 

was during the heat of the 2008 presidential election. But it was during my Make-

Up Design and Theatre Criticism classes that I discovered my calling; costume 

design. 
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I took to make-up design like it was second nature. I was happy that my 

work was often brought to the class’s attention as exemplary. My instructor pulled 

me aside after our last session to strongly encourage me to stick with make-up 

design and pursue a career in the industry. It was déjà vu all over again. Only 

this time instead of the encouragement coming from an undergraduate instructor, 

it was a New York professional designer.  

In addition to my success in my design classes, it was my Theatre 

Criticism class that ignited my passion for costume design. I was required to see 

24 shows in a span of 3 months while taking classes. The shows ranged from 

August: Osage County to the revival of Cat on a Hot Tin Roof to Dead Man’s Cell 

Phone. It was then that I realized the power of costume design to physically 

transform an actor and create a character on stage. As a designer, you are 

providing each actor with the skin of the character in order to transport an 

audience. Every time I went to a new show this was reinforced and I felt inspired. 

I wanted to collaborate with fellow designers and create worlds that capture the 

audience. From that point on my soul focus was to become a costume designer 

and pursue graduate school.  

 

                                               INITIAL THOUGHTS 

 During the spring of 2012 the graduate students at Temple University 

were given our design assignments for the 2012-2013 season. Up until that point, 

I had not worked with lighting designer Christopher Hetherington and scenic 

designer Colin McIlvaine on the same show. Going into our third year of graduate 
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school this was highly unusual for a graduate class. In years past it had been a 

standard for the second year design MFA candidates to work on a small Randall 

Theatre show together. It allowed the department and faculty to have more 

control over the graduates and ease them into the process, thus grooming them 

for larger shows. 

 I had designed the 2011 fall musical Urinetown with Chris as my first show 

at Temple University. I then went on to design Top Girls alongside Colin that 

following semester. We received our final design assignments while preparing to 

open Top Girls as the last show of the season.  Upon receiving our assignments, 

the three of us discovered we were the design team for Spring Awakening with 

Professor Peter Reynolds and The Liar with Professor Doug Wager. In a strange 

twist of fate, we went from never being a design team to finishing our final year of 

graduate school designing two shows together. 

 My advisor, Professor Marie Anne Chiment, and Costume Shop 

Supervisor, Jennielynn Streed, mutually decided that The Liar would be my 

thesis design. Heavy period shows are often picked as thesis worthy shows for 

the costume design MFA candidates. Designing costumes from a period of 

history other than our own requires rigorous research and allows a graduate to 

show that they truly understand the art and craft that is costume design. The Liar 

provides an opportunity to recreate the world of 17th century France on our stage. 

 Collaborating on the design process for Spring Awakening would provide 

the foundation we would use again when designed The Liar. We understood how 

each person would approach a piece and quickly adapted to each other’s design 
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processes. It was only fitting that two weeks after our first collaboration opened 

that our designs for our second collaboration were due. 

 I have to admit that when I first received the script for The Liar, I was 

hesitant to read it. At the beginning of the summer I had returned back to 

Philadelphia after spending almost a month visiting my family in Ohio, without 

touching either show. Spring Awakening was slowly starting to consume my life 

and my focus was veering more towards my research and preparation for it. I had 

to discipline myself and set aside an evening to experience The Liar. I turned off 

all electronic devices ranging from my television to cell phone and snuggled up 

on my couch with a glass of white wine in hand. The moment I started reading 

The Liar I lost count of the times I laughed out loud and could not stop jotting 

notes in the margins. I was immediately hooked and ecstatic that this French 

farce would be my thesis design. It should be noted that I never touched the 

glass of wine after my first sip. I was that enthralled with the reading. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE LIAR: ORIGINIAL TEXT AND ADAPTATION 

 French dramatist Pierre Corneille wrote the original play The Liar or Le 

Menteur in 1643. He was a tragedian that ranked amongst playwrights and 

dramatists, such as Moliere and Racine. Corneille was often referred to as the 

founder of French tragedy. He followed in his father’s footsteps and studied law 

before becoming a playwright. Political figure Cardinal de Richelieu was of his 

many admirers and asked Corneille to join his group known as the “society of the 

five authors.” The Cardinal was the supervisor, where he would serve as “the 

ideas” man, and the authors would create works based on his outlines.  

Corneille’s work ethic and attitude did not mesh well within the structure of 

the group and resulted in conflict with Cardinal Richelieu. After he fulfilled his 

obligations, he returned to his legal profession, while practicing new forms of 

writing. During that time he created his masterpiece, the Spanish influenced 

tragedy, Le Cid, that was an instant success. Although Louis XIII sent his highest 

regards to the playwright, the Cardinal harbored ill feelings towards Corneille and 

swayed the Academie Francaise to release negative reviews towards the play 

and it’s author (Yarrow 1963).  

Corneille was affected by this insult and retreated from writing for 

approximately three years. He would then remerge with a drive and dedication 

that made him the famous playwright he is today. La Menteur was one of the 

many plays that flourished during his career. Like Le Cid, Corneille was 

influenced by Spanish stories, specifically Juan Ruiz de Alarcon’s 1634 play, La 
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Verdad Sospechosa. It has been viewed by many as one of the finest pieces of 

French comedy before the time of Moliere.  

Fast forward to 2010 and David Ives enters into the picture. The New York 

playwright was introduced to the play when the Shakespeare Theatre sent it to 

him for adaptation. He initially thought it would be, “some dreary unknown 

hammer-handed play from the 17th century.” (IVES 2010) However, to his 

surprise he was hooked 15 pages in. Ives expressed that it was like discovering 

Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream or Twelfth Night or Much Ado About 

Nothing, but secretly kept in French. In a 2010 interview with NPR’s Robert 

Siegel, Ives discusses his initial reaction to the original text:  

“What struck me first was just the rippling purity of the language. Even 
though my French is - I have to confess - based on a year and a half in 
college and a romantic weekend in Paris 35 years ago, I could just feel 
this sort of silvery language, because Dorante, the main character, has 
these page-long lies of sort of baroque extravagance. And when I saw 
those I knew instantly that I would have to translate the play into poetry 
just as Corneille had, and specifically would have to use rhymed couplets 
just as he had, because the entire play is kind of a high-wire act by 
Dorante. He's constantly stepping very close to the edge of an incredible 
cliff with his lies and yet he always finds his way out of them. And so the 
language had to be a high-wire act as well.” (IVES 2010) 

 
It is evident that Ives took to the script and understood what was needed for his 

adaptation or “translaption” as he likes to call it.  

 Ives attributes his successful adaptation to the structure within Corneille’s 

original piece. In the beginnings of  play writing a large obstacle is the structure in 

which the play works. By already having this piece of the puzzle, Ives was able to 

focus on, “a gorgeous, intricate plot with extraordinary comic turns…and turn it 

up to 11…and increase the dials and increase the comic turns” (IVES 2010). One 
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example of this was Ives decision to make the two maids twins and have them 

portrayed by the same actress. He continues to explore the themes of truth and 

lying by increasing the confusion and deepening the plot line.  

 The story centers on Dorante, a charismatic, attractive young gentlemen 

with one minor flaw, he is an over the top liar. Dorante finds himself in Paris 

ready to experience all it has to offer. He encounters Cliton, a poor traveling lad 

looking for work with a problem of his own, he cannot tell a lie. During Dorante’s 

first day within the city of love, he falls head over heels for a beautiful woman 

named Clarice, but believes her name to be that of her best friend, Lucrece. His 

best friend Alcippe enters the picture and it is revealed that he is engaged to 

Clarice. Cliton falls in love with Isabelle, one of the identical twins, while Philiste, 

right hand man to Alcippe, is in love with the other twin Sabine. In a series of 

mistaken identity and intricate lies, Dorante’s past and present come back to 

haunt him.  
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CHAPTER 3 

DESIGN COLLABORATION 

       DIRECTION AND MOVEMENT 

 When our design assignments were given last year, I was ecstatic that I 

would be working with director Doug Wager. We had brief encounters over the 

past two years that mainly revolved around small discussions during portfolio 

review or a mutual nod of respect when we wore Phillies attire on game day. My 

fellow graduate students as well as my mentors had debriefed me on what to 

expect when working with Professor Wager. I knew that I would be entering an 

arena with a director who knew what he wanted and exactly how to get it. I feel I 

should also mention at this time that Professor Wager is currently the Chair of the 

Theatre Department. With this being said, I had to take into account the 

enormous amount of pressures and responsibilities he had outside of directing 

The Liar. There was no question that I had to bring everything I had to the table 

and assure him that this production was in the right hands. 

 In the beginning I meet with the director to discuss the play. My next step 

is to bring in emotional response images to present to the director. With 

scheduling conflicts being an issue, we had to combine our first meeting with 

discussion and image research. Before I pulled my images out of the Walgreens 

envelope, Professor Wager spoke about the play for 45 minutes. He discussed 

the original work by Corneille and then praised the adaptation by David Ives. 

Professor Wager had seen the Shakespeare Company’s premier production of 

The Liar in Washington D.C. in 2010. My heart dropped slightly upon hearing this 
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information due to the added pressure and expectations. I tend to be an anxious 

individual, so this did not help my nerves during the meeting.  

 After my mild anxiety attack, I composed myself and began to converse 

with Professor Wager. He focused on wanting to create a world that supported 

the lush language and playful rhythm of pentameter. It was world that he 

described as Baroque “hyper reality” and not the BBC version of a 1643 French 

court. Naturally, I laughed at this description, but felt a strong connection to his 

point of view. The world we needed to create was one that paid homage to the 

17th century, but remained inviting to a modern audience. Much like the text, the 

world had to become a marriage of the past and present.  

 One image that was ever present in Professor Wager’s mind was the 2006 

movie Marie Antoinette, directed by Sophia Coppola. Although the action of the 

movie is set over a century after The Liar, the whimsical nature of the film had a 

huge impact on him. The modern feel of the period clothing and those wearing 

the garments was exactly what he wanted for our production. I nodded 

immediately, for having just watched the movie for the first time a few months 

before. We mutually agreed that the production would be grounded in the period 

authenticity of the costumes, but with modern touches and ease that captured 

the present day.  

 My one concern with attempting to achieve this “modern feel” was being 

aware of the trials and tribulations that would occur when period undergarments, 

bum rolls, cartridge plated skirts, swords and musketeer hats were involved. 

Including these elements is a challenge for any actor, let alone young aspiring 
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undergraduates with minimal Baroque movement experience. I knew that my 

designs could not steer away from traditional silhouette in order to achieve the 

conceptual design I was forming. Professor Wager agreed with my concerns and 

said the actors will learn and deal with it.  I will further discuss my working 

relationship with Professor Wager throughout the following chapters, specifically 

in Chapter 4, when I cover the design process extensively.  

 

               SCENIC DESIGN 

 During our first meetings with Professor Wager, there was one question 

for the scenic design, “How are we going to stage this?” Scenic designer, Colin 

McIlvaine, knew that we had to utilize and highlight Tomlinson Theatre’s 

strengths for this design. It was a given that the play would be staged in 

Tomlinson Theatre’s “alternate configuration” with the action of the play and 

audience all on the theatre’s stage. In years past, the alternate configuration had 

presented problems when executed poorly. 

 Before we focused on answering the big question, we had our first design 

meetings with Professor Wager. I remember them vividly; they were in his 

upstairs office with Philadelphia Phillies paraphernalia adorning the walls. The 

design team was exhausted from Spring Awakening pre-tech and Professor 

Wager was able to squeeze us in around 9am on a few Thursdays in October. 

Our first meeting consisted of the three of us perched on his couch while we 

discussed the importance of The Liar. 
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 In order to create a world for The Liar, Colin voiced his idea of using the 

alternate configuration in a tennis court set up. During the Middle Ages, tennis 

was known as “paume”  and quite popular. The game’s popularity slowly 

declined, and became obsolete by the 17th century. Due to a lack of theatre 

space in Paris, troupes began to convert empty “tennis courts” into play spaces. 

Staging The Liar in a tennis court setting was a strong way to create a play space 

reminiscent of the time, but functional and cost effective for the department.  

 The main tool used to identify play spaces was the flown chandelier. It 

was a simple and effective way to indicate indoor and outdoor spaces, as well as 

dictate which interiors the actors were in. Colin wanted to construct the 

chandeliers out of non-traditional materials to emphasize the marriage of the 

historical period with modern interpretations.  The chandeliers were above a 

rectangular parquet floor. This space was bookended by two opposing Baroque 

facades. The facades and furniture were the only subtle indicators of the period.  

 As noted by the script, there had to be a second level and windows 

provided in the scenic design for Clarice and Lucrece to look out. This was a key 

element that had to happen. Knowing this, there were several ideas suggested 

on how to make this functional. The main area of concern was how to do we 

safely construct the “backstage” business behind each façade. As the costume 

designer, I had to voice my concern because each actress was wearing 

approximately 12 yards of fabric. I knew the challenge we faced on safely getting 

each actress to the window and back down again. My favorite suggestion during 

a meeting was that each actress could remove her skirt and then climb a ladder 
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to the window. It was then justified with the explanation that the audience would 

only see ladies from the waist up. My costume shop manager and I firmly shot 

down that idea.  Luckily, Colin and the technical director Andrew Laine, were on 

board with building railed step units behind each façade that would be wide 

enough for the cartridge-pleated skirts. Thankfully, there were no casualties 

during the course of the show. 

 There were several discussions on the use of topiaries throughout our 

design and production meetings. Professor Wagner was fixated on the topiaries 

being able to move. I remember at one point in time there was mention of the 

topiaries being flown in, but this was quickly dismissed. Eventually, the decision 

was made to have two mobile topiaries with crewmembers inside them.  

 A working fountain was another beautiful addition to the design. It was 

used to help establish outdoor scenes within the city. Rigged on a “star trap”, the 

fountain could magically rise through the floor or disappear with the help of an 

elevator hidden underneath the theatre deck. Initially this was supposed to be a 

working fountain with flowing water. Due to technical issues, the decision was 

made to cut the water and make the fountain appear broken and worn down.  

 On each side of the stage, there were two seating banks. All together, 

they seated approximately 140 people. Colin had presented an idea of having a 

tab of fabric or tapestry behind the audience with the use of cycs. During the 

design process it was decided that instead of a cyc, there would be a screen 

surrounding or above the audience on both sides for the use of projections. This 

was an idea that both Colin and Chris devised and jointly worked on. The 
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projections would help aid with the transitions as well as set the tone/mood for 

each scene. To this day, the birds flying overhead will remain my favorite 

moment.  

 By adding the screens to the scenic design, it reminded me of a picture 

frame when I looked at the model. Then and there it made sense, that the set 

was providing the picture frame to my period costumes. The set framed the 

action and color of the actors in costume. Its simplicity allowed for the detail and 

extravagance of the period to be embodied within the silhouettes, deep textures, 

and rich color in the clothing. 

 

LIGHTING DESIGN 

The Liar marks the third show I will have worked on with Chris 

Hetherington during graduate school. Like many lighting designers, Chris brings 

in emotional response images, discusses the world of the play and highlights key 

lighting moments during initial design meetings. We do not see his creative 

process until we are in tech and dress rehearsals.  

  Chris knew from the beginning that this would be a show focusing on the 

language and costumes. He discussed  that there would be minimal light cues 

solely present to express change in location and scene. When the projections 

were introduced to the scenic design, Chris teamed up with Colin to explore the 

technology and understand the inner workings to making this design idea 

functional. 
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 Both Chris and Colin had a meeting with Philadelphia designer Jorge 

Cousineau to discuss their ideas and learn more about the projection process. 

Jorge has been name “theatre artist of the year” by Philadelphia Weekly and 

“Philadelphia’s theatre magician” by The Philadelphia Inquirer. It is safe to say, 

the guys were in good hands. Their meeting was beneficial and Jorge rented four 

of his projectors to the department. It was key to have all of the same projectors 

when using them in this fashion.  

 Chris and Colin created the images used for the projections in a team 

effort. I can remember when they ventured to Levittown to work on projections at 

Chris’ parent’s house. Why they traveled an hour outside of the city is still beyond 

me. The design included flying birds, a traveling moon, a forest, ornate interiors 

and a firework finale. 

 I made sure that Chris was always up to date on what fabrics I was using 

for the costumes and constantly communicating my color palette. Luckily, Chris 

and I were on the same page and did not have issues arise between our 

respective designs. We knew going into the production that hats would be a 

major issue we both faced. I could not design a 17th century show without the use 

of Cavalier or Musketeer hats. They were a standard of the time and men would 

not go anywhere with them. In film or TV this would not be an issue, but in the 

world of theatre, this creates a big problem; shadows from stage light on the 

actor’s face. To help resolve this, I designed hats with the smallest brim possible, 

while still adhering to the requirements of the silhouette. I kept Chris in the loop 

and did my part to help.  
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Due to the staging, audience seating, and light plot, there was a great deal 

of down light being created onstage. Anytime an actor would wear his hat, a 

visible shadow was caste over his eyes. I directed each actor to wear their hats 

farther back on their heads to help decrease the shadow. This helped a small 

amount, but there were no other solutions that I could provide. I will further 

explain this dilemma in Chapter 5 when I discuss dress rehearsals. 

 

               SOUND DESIGN  

 I have to admit that my collaboration with sound design was minimal 

during this process. My knowledge of sound design and the technology behind it 

is small. Roxy Reverendo was the sound designer and happens to be a friend of 

mine. She is an undergraduate that has worked on several main stage 

productions in both areas of sound and lighting design. For this production, 

sound was used in conjunction with projections and lights to aid in transitions and 

scene locations.  

 This was the first time I did not have to worry about mic packs for a 

production in Tomlinson Theatre. When used as a proscenium space, the actors 

have to wear body microphones. Unfortunately, this had caused actors to sound 

fake and contrived. I thought the elimination of mics would aid the production. To 

my disappointment, this was not the case. The actors had a difficult time 

projecting their voices and supporting their words. Their voices would often get 

lost in the curtains surrounding the stage.  
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CHAPTER 4 
DESIGN PROCESS 

          IN THE BEGINNING 

  At this point my initial reactions have been stated, and I have briefly 

touched on preliminary design meetings to explore scenic, lighting and sound 

design. In order to understand my conceptual design for The Liar, I have to travel 

back to the beginning, my first reading of the text during the summer of 2012.  

 I feel that it can safely be said that David Ives’ The Liar is one of the most 

hilarious plays I have ever read. While reading a play, I rarely am vocal during 

the two hours it takes me to finish. My facial expressions speak more for my 

reactions than my vocal cords. However, during The Liar, I could not stop 

laughing. I instantly felt like I was skipping to the beat of the pentameter in my 

head. I was compelled to move my body with the rhythm of speech and quick wit 

of characters. I made note of these feelings in the margins of my text. Scribbles, 

circles, exclamation points, colors and questions marks were everywhere. Thank 

goodness my roommate was away for the summer and did not witness this. 

 When I had to read the script for the second time, I had to focus on the 

character analysis. As a part of my design process, I break up the readings into 

three specific steps. My first reading consisted of my initial emotional responses 

and then the second focuses on character analysis. I approach this daunting task 

by comprising lists for each character. I sit in a comfortable chair while I slowly 

and meticulously write down word for word what each character is saying about 
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themselves and what other characters say about them. I include page numbers 

and direct quotes. It helps remind me of where I found this specific information. 

For The Liar this was extremely beneficial with the lies and deception woven in 

the play. This method was most effective in understanding the Clarice/Lucrece 

confusion, as well as remembering each lady Dorante has had love affairs with.  

 Once the emotional responses have been noted and the character 

analysis has been fully flushed out, I read the play for the third time. This is my 

opportunity to search for a key moment to design from or a line within the play 

that embodies the play to its fullest. My scenic design professor Daniel Boylen 

had stressed this method to me throughout my years at Temple. His method has 

helped shape me into the designer I am today. While experiencing my third pass, 

a quote from Isabelle, Lucrece’s maid, stood out to me. While engaging in 

conversation with Dorante she says:  

”In this town, gold decides where north and south is, so love will puts its 
money were the mouth is.” (Text 82) 

 
Over and over again, I kept coming back to that passage. Visually, all I wanted to 

see was gold covering everything within this world, showcasing the opulence of 

1643 and Paris. I was then reminded of food by the inclusion of mouth. A strange 

connection I know, but it was all that I could think about. Suddenly, I had my light 

bulb moment and I remembered the time I went to Serendipity III in New York 

City for a sundae, and then my concept was born.  
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           CONCEPT AND PREPLANNING 

  There is an ice cream sundae at Serendipity III that is covered in edible 

gold leafing. This decadent dessert sells for $1000 (SEE APPENDIX B). We live 

in a world where this is not surprising and people do in fact eat gold. While 

coming to terms with this lavish and repulsive use of one’s money, I developed a 

notion that each character in The Liar was decadent dessert leafed in gold, 

specifically Dorante, our leading man. He is perishable like the ice cream when 

his lies are exposed. The extravagant clothing he wears is reflective of the 

toppings and gold leafing on the sundae. The overuse of gold detail and lace 

would help tie together the historical period with a modern feel of trim and 

adornment. 

 To implement this metaphor, I had to design a world that was historically 

accurate with gold highlights and accents. I decided that I would utilize brocades 

with gold threads and deep textures in rich jewel tones as the color palette. 

These decisions had to exist in a world that was true to period. The men would 

be wearing various versions of doublets, breeches, falling lace collars, musketeer 

hats and heeled shoes. For the women, they must wear cartridge-pleated 

petticoats, bum rolls, 17th century corsets, short wasted bodices and cartridge 

pleated skirts/dresses. I will go into more detail of each costume piece and 

desired looks when I address the fittings later in this section. 

 It was decided early that all the men and women in the show, aside from 

Isabelle/Sabine and Clinton would be wearing wigs. The female hairstyles would 
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have been next to impossible to recreate every night. During this period is was 

common for young men to have their hair at approximately shoulder length, so it 

was only natural that each actor would be wigged. A few volunteered to grow 

their out, but with the allotted amount of time, that was not possible.  

 Once I complied all of my emotional responses, character analysis, period 

research and discussions with the director, I developed my preliminary designs. I 

tend to put a lot of time and effort into the thoughts and quality of my designs at 

this stage. I work with graphite pencils and a blending stump. It helps me 

communicate to the director my plans for value, texture and shape. When I 

presented this stage of my designs to Professor Wager he simply said, “Who 

could ask for anything more?” and gave me his seal of approval. I have to say 

that this was the first time I had experienced this type of reaction. Don’t get me 

wrong I was thrilled, but stunned.  

 With Professor Wager being on board with my preliminary designs, I 

moved on to work on my final renderings. I decided to use the preliminary 

sketches and render them with Prismacolor markers. I wanted to use this 

medium because I felt that it spoke to period/modern pairing we were using as 

our conceptual design for this piece. I was pleased with the outcome and felt that 

the renderings communicated the silhouettes, style lines and overall design of 

each character nicely (SEE APPENDEX H). I used three colors of spray paint to 

create the backgrounds of the renderings. I consulted with Colin about his set 

color palette and wanted to create a background reflective of the play space each 

costume would live in. This aided in the final design presentation that coinciding 
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with the final scenic design presentation, thus providing the team with a cohesive 

look. 

 

RENTALS 101 

With The Liar being a 17th century French farce, I knew from day one that I 

would be renting a fair amount of the costumes for this production. This is a time 

period that is rarely produced on stage due to its financial demands. Jennielynn 

Streed, the costume shop manager and Julie Watson, the head cutter/draper 

worked very closely with me during this part of the process. Both had expressed 

the extreme importance of being on top of the rentals process. The costume 

shop at Temple University has a tremendous amount of talent, but a small 

amount of space, labor and resources. In order to utilize all areas of the shop to 

its fullest, I had to be prepared and ready to search for the perfect rentals. 

  I began this process by searching through are stock at the university. 

Years prior to The Liar, Temple had produced a string of Baroque period shows. 

We had a small selection of dresses in stock that might be options depending on 

sizing. I pulled two dresses that were suitable for Lucrece and Isabelle/Sabine. 

There was nothing in our stock that would have been appropriate options for the 

men in our cast. Our slim selection of doublets did not have a chest size larger 

than 36. This meant that rentals would be the way to go. 

 The Liar was originally scheduled to be in the second show slot for our 

spring semester of 2013. This meant that the show was supposed to open in 

March. Due to scheduling conflicts with directors, The Liar was bumped up to the 
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first show of the semester opening February 15th. Under most other 

circumstances I would be flustered with having less time to work on a show, but 

this worked to my advantage. The slot we were moved to was originally for The 

Crucible, another heavy 17th century show that would be comprised of stock and 

costume rentals. By switching slots, this meant that my show would take first 

priority at the end of our fall semester. It would give the shop more time to build 

pieces and costumes for my show. With this being my thesis, I was thrilled and 

grateful.  

 Winter vacation was smack in the middle of our production process for 

The Liar. I made the decision to leave for home a week later from school in order 

to achieve all of my pre-production business. I took this time to travel to New 

York City to visit the TDF Costume Collection in Astoria. I had rented from them 

several times in the past year and was well versed in their stock and rental 

process. TDF had a surprising number of “Cavalier” dresses that were solid 

options for my two leading ladies. I had convinced the director that both Lucrece 

and Clarice needed two dresses for the show. In hindsight I realize that might 

have made my life more difficult than it needed to be. Due to their rental policies I 

was not able to put anything on hold until January.  

 In order to document the process fully, I measured and photographed 

each option at TDF and brought the information back with me. I complied my 

photographs into collages with the actress’ pictures to help discuss rental options 

with both the costume shop and my director (SEE APPENDIX I). By doing this, I 
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was able to eliminate options that would not work or that Professor Wager did not 

like before the rental happened. 

 Since TDF was lacking in the men’s department, I had to turn to other 

rental resources. My advisor Marie Anne Chiment had mentioned the Oregon 

Shakespeare Festival (OSF) for rentals. She had worked with them years back 

and highly recommended them to me. Unfortunately, Philadelphia and Oregon 

are on opposite ends of the country. It was not possible for me to look through 

their stock and I was apprehensive that could not see the garments in person. 

Low and behold, they have an extensive photo-inventory of their stock online, 

with a large collection of men’s 17th century doublets, breeches and capes. I felt 

like I hit the lottery of theatrical rentals.  

 In attempts to make the rental process smooth, I compiled the images of 

possible options for each actor. Due to time and shipping, Ms. Streed and I 

decided that I would rent multiple doublets and breeches to ensure we find what 

we are looking for. OSF allows the renter up to two weeks after delivery to send 

back any costume that is not being used and will not charge you for that rental. 

Just like TDF, I gathered all the rental options for OSF and composed collages to 

present to the costume shop and my director. I was able to place my rental order 

with OSF before I left for winter break and have the rentals be delivered after the 

New Year when all staff returned.  
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                                       TO BUILD OR NOT TO BUILD 

  Once all of the rental information was collected, it was time to decide what 

needed to be built for the show. From the beginning of my design process I 

wanted to build Dorante’s costume. He was the cherry on top of this Baroque 

dessert with the toppings that were too much. I could not find a single rental 

option that would suit him or the extravagance that he embodied. Another reason 

that I pushed hard to build his costume was my lack of experience in designing 

period menswear. I wanted challenge myself and add this piece to my portfolio.  

 Both Ms. Streed and Ms. Watson agreed that this would be the major 

costume to built. As a group we came to the conclusion that we would also be 

building breeches for three of the male actors, two new skirts, an apron, shawl, 

all of the Cavalier hats, new collars and new cuffs for the men. The items that 

were being built were assigned as projects to fellow graduate students Katie 

Dowse and Kabrina Feickert. 

 

                                 ADVENTURES IN FABRIC SHOPPING 

  After weeks of rental searches and final decisions on building costumes, I 

was able to finally look for fabric. As a designer, I am a visual creature that 

responds directly to color. I come from the school of thought that color is a 

powerful weapon when used correctly and even more deadly when in the wrong 

hands. I found myself making several trips to the Garment District in New York 

while in pursuit for the perfect fabric. Mood provided to be less than helpful with 

my search for Baroque inspired brocades, as did B&J Fabrics. My saving grace 
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was Elegant Fabrics on W.40th St. Their selection of European fabrics was 

extraordinary and exactly what I was looking for. I purchased almost all of my 

fabrics from this store. In fact I spent such a large sum of money that they gave 

me two coveted store bags to attempt to carry 25 yards of brocade. 

 I traveled to New York 4-5 times during the first three weeks The Liar was 

in shop. Purchasing a majority of my fabrics, trims, and buttons from various 

shops. Although time consuming and exhausting, the hours on the train provided 

my moments of much needed down time. I was able to converse with family 

members on the phone, assuring them I was still amongst the living, as well as 

catch up on reading and other class work I might have had. Going back to my 

early mention of being an only child from Chapter 1, this gave me the alone time I 

also required, and the occasional nap or two.  

 
 
                                                       ASSISTANT 

  My experience with an assistant was not what I had expected for this 

particular production. Unlike the other graduate designers at Temple, we do not 

select our assistants. Jennielynn Streed and Marie Anne Chiment determine 

them. Both bring suggestions to the table of potential candidates from their 

respective classes as well as those who had expressed an area of interest. I had 

been lucky with my past assistants and developed friendships with all of them in 

some capacity.  

 For The Liar, I was originally assigned an undergraduate who had been in 

my Costume Design III class. I was surprised to learn she wanted to assist in 
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costumes for she had been heavily involved in scene painting and learning the 

ins and outs of becoming a scenic paint charge. I knew her work ethic was strong 

and welcomed her as my assistant. Due to a scholarship that she was awarded 

later in the year, she was no longer able to serve as my assistant and had to 

drop out of the position. This left me without an assistant going into the beginning 

of spring semester.  

 With visible panic on my face, Ms. Streed suggested another 

undergraduate student that might be a solid candidate for this position. With the 

undergraduate being older than myself, I thought this would be a learning 

experience for both of us. She had come from a fashion design background and 

lived in Philadelphia for an extended period of time. I agreed to her filling the 

position and was ready to work. I knew that her time commitment would be an 

issue because she had a full time job outside of school. Like her, I had to work 

almost 40 hours a week during my undergraduate days at Ohio State. I was 

willing to strike a compromise but always slightly nervous that I would end up 

having to make up for her lost time. 

 At first, I felt supported by my assistant and that she was fulfilling her job 

description. The role of an assistant often entails: shopping, pulling costumes 

from stock, organizing costumes and accessories, attending fittings and keeping 

the budget. This can change depending on where you are working, but these are 

the basic guidelines at Temple University. My assistant was able to fulfill all of 

these requirements up until we reached dress rehearsal. Like many students at 

the time, she was hit with a terrible cold and became ill. Under normal 
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circumstances I would have been supportive, but she failed to update any 

members of the Costume Shop about her illness. Ms. Streed had to personally 

contact her to see if she was okay and if she would be coming back for dress 

rehearsals and previews. To this day I am not sure what her exact response was, 

but I gathered she had many other contributing factors surrounding her absence. 

I made the decision to move forward and continue on my own during the final 

process of this design. 

  

                                                         FITTINGS  

 Once I returned from winter vacation I was prepared to get this show on its 

feet. As graduate students, we were required to return to work a week before 

classes resume. I made the decision to come back to Philadelphia an extra two 

weeks early to get organized and venture to New York for shopping. During this 

time I collected all fabric options/swatches and trim ideas to take back to 

Philadelphia. Our rentals from the OSF were in shop at this time. I wanted to test 

fabric combinations with the rentals pieces to ensure an overall cohesive look.  

 All garments received from OSF were finely crafted and stunning. I had a 

huge sigh of relief when I began to put the doublets on our male dress forms. A 

show was slowly being pieced together. There were a few questionable doublets 

that were adorned with sequins, glitter and hot glue. Needless to say, they did 

not make the cut and became members of the “send back to Oregon” rack. They 

could have been options if I was designing for a large proscenium space as 

opposed to having the audience on the stage in the tennis court configuration.  
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 We technically began the fitting process before the winter break to be 

accurate. Upon finding options in stock, actresses Angie Fennell and Dionna 

Eshleman were called in for fittings. Both ladies were able to fit into the dresses 

we had found. It was interesting for the garments required significant alterations 

in the opposite directions. I will explain each fitting in detail further in this chapter. 

For structure and flow I will document each actor’s fittings in order. 

 Dorante was played by junior musical theatre major, Josh Kaschnyz. 

Having known Josh for the past few years, I was overjoyed with being able to 

design and build his costume. Like Dorante, Josh has a rich timber to his 

speaking voice and fluid motion with physical actions. As a slender 5’11”, 38” 

chest Josh had a frame ideal for this Cavalier period. Since we were building his 

breeches, doublet, cape and falling collar, Josh was the first to come in for post 

winter vacation fittings. 

 I had provided Julie Watson with several research images to accompany 

my final rendering. It is noted in the text that Dorante’s costume has an obscene 

amount of lace and decoration adorning his garments. So much so, that his soon 

to be servant Clinton rips off the lace decorations in judgment. In order to achieve 

this look I had to have a solid foundation, a rich ice cream if you will, that was 

waiting for delicious decorations. As a man who spends his money to create a 

false exterior to embody his fictional interior, I went with the most fashion forward 

silhouette of the period for Dorante. Unlike the other men of the show whose 

silhouettes were from 1625-1640, I decided to keep Dorante within 1640-45. 
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Although the play was set in 1643, I wanted him to appear as a fashion forward 

male that would have subscribed to GQ if he lived today.  

 To continue with my ice cream metaphor I decided to stick with rich reds 

and gold tones for Dorante. He was representative of the cherry on top of the 

sundae. I found the fabric for his costume at Elegant Fabrics in New York. It was 

gold and crimson brocade buried beneath large bolts of fabric ranging in the 

$79.95/yd section. Being the thrifty student that I am, I almost immediately 

rejected the fabric and dismissed it as having more gold than crimson. In anger I 

brushed the fabric aside only to discover how intriguing the wrong side of the 

fabric was. It had the perfect combination of crimson and gold, as well as a rich 

texture that would bring great depth to a costume and was exactly what I was 

looking for. There was no turning back now and the Temple credit card was 

eagerly waiting to be used.  

 When Josh came in for his first fitting, we had muslin mock-ups of both the 

breeches and the doublet. As with any fitting, the muslin mock-ups are used to 

make adjustments to the draped patterns before we cut the pieces on the final 

fabric. During this fitting Ms. Watson, first hand Laura Seeley, and I were able to 

make adjustments primarily to the doublet. We had to take out a large portion of 

the puff sleeves length to achieve an attractive silhouette. The breeches required 

minor alterations primarily revolving around the fullness of his breeches and 

length of the hem. After we made corrections to the pattern, Ms. Seeley and Ms. 

Watson began cutting out and constructing Josh’s costume. During that time I 
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gathered trims and purchased fabrics for both his cape and falling collar. Slowly, 

a debonair gentleman with too much decoration was being created.  

 Dionna Eshlemen was next on our list for fittings. We had Dionna come in 

before winter break to try on one of the dresses in stock. She was portraying the 

twins Isabella/Sabine. Part of the joke within the play was the fact that they are 

identical twins that were wearing the exact same costume. Professor Wager and 

I had mutually decided that they would never change the costume to differentiate 

each twin. It would be the job of the actress to distinguish each sister based on 

body language, movement, voice and tone. We wanted to play a trick on the 

audience and leave them equally confused like the members of the cast.  

 During her pre-fitting we realized the dress was rather large on Dionna, 

but made the executive decision to take it in a much as possible without altering 

the overall silhouette of the dress and changing its period. Graduate student 

Katie Dowse was in charge of altering and building pieces of Dionna’s costume. 

She patterned the apron, collar and cap. I purchased raw peach silk for her apron 

and a variety of cotton fabrics to make her collar and cap. Initially, I had wanted a 

top piece to her apron, but we cut it due to the short torso of the actress. The 

apron was wearing the actress before it was altered.  

 To create a subtle difference between characters, we rigged her apron 

with large snaps to allow the actress to tuck up her skirt. The twin Isabelle was 

more carefree and romantic than her rigid, religious sister Sabine. To achieve 

this look, I made her hike up her apron and small hair clips with extensions to 

look like golden ringlets peeking out of her cap. When she was Sabine, she 
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would let the apron hang down straight and remove the ringlets to appear stern 

and rigid. I had to make this as simple as possible for the actress had to change 

from one twin to the other in a matter of 15 seconds during scene shifts. I would 

say overall it was successful during our dress rehearsal and the run of the show.  

 Actress Angie Fennell was the other pre-fitting we had before winter 

break. I had discovered a simple gold 17th century dress that was ideal for both 

her character and my budget. As the less extravagant and beautiful of the two 

leading ladies, I dressed Lucrece in a gold honeycomb silk dress to support the 

natural beauty of the character. The problem we encountered during this fitting 

was the length of the dress’ skirt and underskirt. The bodice fit once we let it out 

at the side seams, but the length was a major issue. I referred to my research 

and noticed that ladies of the time were sweeping back their over skirts to expose 

more of the underskirt. Rosettes, bows or other of decorative ties secured the 

overskirt. By making this decision, we had to build a new underskirt for the dress. 

This worked to my advantage because the original underskirt was a pale dirty 

rose pink that was frankly tacky. I opted to use golden brocade that I found at 

Maxie’s Daughter located in Philadelphia’s Fabric Row on 4th St.  

 As the demure leading lady, I wanted Lucrece to be covered more than 

her best friend Clarice. In my original design I had planned on each look to have 

falling collars included with the costumes. I soon realized that due to the 

actress’s small head shape, adding a collar would draw attention and not in a 

positive way. I opted to make the distinction between the two characters by 
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texture and decoration of dresses. Lucrece would have minimal and simple 

patterns whereas Clarice would have intricate brocades and bolder colors.  

 Finding a second dress for Lucrece created one of my major issues during 

the design of The Liar. When the rentals from TDF finally arrived, I had four 

options for Angie to try on and every single one did not fit her. In a moment of 

panic, I immediately thought that I had dug myself into a deep whole because I 

pushed for two dresses for each leading lady. Ms. Streed provided to be my 

voice of reason at this time. She assured me we would find a suitable option and 

reminded me to just breathe. I had a tendency to stop breathing at moments like 

this due to anxiety and over-caffination.  

We would not find an option for Lucrece until after our dress parade, when 

Millie Hiibell from The Opera Company of Philadelphia saved the day. I went into 

dress parade knowing full well that I only had one look for Lucrece. This was the 

first time I had gone into a dress parade missing a costume. To my surprise, 

Professor Wager was not fazed by this and said that he had confidence I would 

solve the problem. Ms. Hiibell is a Temple MFA alum that designs locally in 

Philadelphia. She also teaches a make-up class through the theatre department. 

I contacted Ms. Hiibell explaining my situation and asked her if she was aware of 

possible Cavalier period dresses that might fit Angie. I turned to an opera’s stock 

because opera singers tend to be zaftig and a wider variety of sizes would be 

available. She happened to be heading to their warehouse that day and 

searched for me. After a series of picture messages were exchanged, we hit the 
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jackpot. She found a beautiful blue-green floral brocade cartridge pleated dress 

with blue detail and trim that was close to Angie’s size.   

 For Clarice, I put all of my eggs in one basket. I instantly fell in love with a 

golden orange brocade cartridge pleated dress from OSF and a vibrant peach 

number from TDF. According to the measurement online and from the rental 

companies both would fit actress Anna Lou Hearn. After the ordeal with Angie’s 

dresses I was praying that history would not be repeat itself. We received the 

dress from OSF first and it fit her like a glove. The bones in the bodice close to 

the side seams had to be removed and placed with shorter ones since they were 

digging into her underarms and provided discomfort. I removed the golden trim at 

the collar and cuffs for I felt they were not ornate enough for a woman like 

Clarice. It is mentioned several times in the script that she is focused on her 

physical appearance and takes great pride in how she looks. I went through 

several options and finally settled for a golden, floral lace trim that purchased in 

New York. I hand painted each rose to create a high contrast and make the collar 

and cuffs visually interesting and more feminine.  

 I have a personal connection to Clarice’s second dress from TDF. It was 

the first costume I discovered during my search for rentals and it screamed 

Clarice. Luckily, the measurements were close to Anna Lou’s and the initial fitting 

was successful for the most part. The bodice was in need of TLC and a new 

collar, but that was within reason. Unfortunately, I had either forgotten or mentally 

blocked out the large stain on the front of the matching skirt. It was massive and 

there was no hiding it. After an hour of discussion and pleading with Ms. Streed 
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to allow me to have another skirt built we came to a compromise. There was an 

old underskirt from another dress in stock that fit the collar palette. We decided to 

use this underskirt and build an overskirt that would match the bodice and make 

it look like a complete look. I had to be very careful with the material and color 

that I would choose. Ms. Streed suggested that a dupioni silk would be a smart 

choice of fabric in both weight and texture. She followed this suggestion by neatly 

packing the bodice in a bag, handing it to me and wishing me luck on color 

matching. To make a long story short, I found exactly what I needed at Elegant 

Fabrics and it was called Tomato Bisque. 

 Scott Feinberg played Geronte, the father of Dorante. I had worked with 

Scott while serving as a wardrobe supervisor for a production at Temple last 

season. Over the course of that year, Scott had bulked up a considerable amount 

in his upper body and completely changed his overall physique. I made sure to 

take new measurements of Scott before renting costume options. Due to his 

chest size and across the shoulder measurement being significantly larger than 

his waist measurement I had to be careful with my doublet selection for Geronte. 

I wanted to go with a slightly older silhouette to express his old age and separate 

him from the younger men in the play.  

 I found a few options from OSF that would fit Scott and fit my design 

requirements. The doublet/breeches combination I settled on was olive green 

brocade with an oversized falling collar and cuffs. It had a certain old man charm 

that suited the character and the actor. Adjustments to the sleeve length were 

made as well as new ties for the breeches. There were some problems during 
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dress rehearsals and runs of the show regarding the dressing of Scott. He had a 

tendency to look disheveled and forgot to check himself and the costume before 

going onstage. I attempted help him as much as possible by quick rigging certain 

closures on his doublet and cape, but eventually had to realize that he would 

never be comfortable in period clothing.  

 The next actor would be a walk in the park compared to my previous fitting 

adventures. Alcippe, Dorante’s dear friend from years past, is a dapper young 

gentleman like Dorante, but with a wild temper. I wanted to dress actor Tom 

McGovern in a darker color palette. I initially had designed his costume to be a 

hunter green but soon realized that they would look like Christmas while on stage 

together. That would a huge oversight that I wish would have been caught or 

brought to my attention before my final renderings were completed. While 

searching through OSF’s online stock I found a doublet made from 

black/brown/gold brocade that screamed Alcippe. It fit Tom like a glove during his 

fitting and remained the only rental garment that was not altered for The Liar.  

 I was not able to find breeches that would work to complete Alcippe’s 

ensemble, so they had to be built. Graduate student Kabrina Feickert was in 

charge of draping and building the breeches. The fabric was again purchased 

from Elegant Fabrics, and consisted of gold/black/brown small stripes. From far 

away the stripes created a rich brown texture that made the breeches look like 

they were part of the matching set to the doublet.  

 Travis Battle’s fitting experience was similar to Tom McGovern’s. Travis 

played Philiste, the right hand man to Alcippe. I wanted his costume to be more 
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neutral in color and simple in fabric choices and silhouette. We learn very little 

about Philiste during the course of the play and are shocked to discover he is the 

secret lover of the stern Sabine. His doublet was from OSF and required minimal 

alterations, which consisted of changing the 45 silver buttons that were present. 

As part of my design, I refused to let any silver be on staget. All trim, closures 

and embellishment had to be gold to continue my edible gold leaf metaphor 

throughout the show.  

 Like Tom, we had to build breeches for Travis’ character. Kabrina was 

also in charge of draping and building his breeches. I found a lovely ecru and 

gold brocade that had been purchased with the intention of dying to match the 

doublet. The doublet from OSF had subtle pink undertones. In my attempts to 

color match the breeches I added too much of the rose RIT dye. Up close they 

looked terrible in my opinion and I wanted to either dip them in dye remover or 

attempt to re-dye them. Ms. Watson told me to hold off and see how they looked 

under the stage lights during dress parade. Thank goodness for Ms. Watson and 

her logical thinking. The breeches looked like they were made to match the 

doublet and no major alterations were necessary.  

 It would only be appropriate to save my experience with Cliton as the final 

fitting I discuss. For whatever reason, I could not connect with this lovable, 

honest character. In the text he refers to himself as common brass. I latched on 

to this description while designing his costume. I planned to have his costume 

comprised of rough wools, linens and distressed leather. Cliton would be set 

apart from the upper class world he works for and reinforce the notion that he 
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cannot tell a lie. His inability to lie is reflected by his natural, earth tones to create 

a stark contrast from Dorante’s crimson/gold lace covered ensemble embodying 

the artificial facade he has created. 

 At this point I felt that I had a firm grasp on Cliton and his overall look. 

While I was searching through Temple’s stock, I found a doublet/breeches set 

that would fit actor Matt McWilliams and fit within the color palette I had created 

for Cliton. My gut told me that it was not the best option, but a small voice 

convinced me this was a smart choice because it would save money since it was 

in house. To be honest, I think I took out my nervous energy on this particular 

character and avoided making a decision. I waited until dress parade to address 

the issue once I saw all the costumes together. Of course when I subconsciously 

made this decision, it would prove to be one of the major problems during and 

after dress parade.  
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CHAPTER 5 

TECH PROCESS 

                                                  DRESS PARADE 

  At this point in the process my nerves and anxiety are at maximum levels. 

Dress parade is the most stressful part of the process for me as a designer. This 

particular experience was by far the most demanding to date. Two weeks before 

the parade I had suffered from strep throat and missed almost a full week of 

class and time in the shop to work on The Liar. Ms. Streed and I corresponded 

via email and telephone to keep the business in the shop running. I received 

picture text messages of the progress on Dorante’s doublet and made design 

decisions based on said images. Despite a few minor issues, I was able to keep 

on track with the show and muster the strength to attend the designer run. 

 The day of dress parade sets the tone for the duration of tech week in the 

costume shop. In my past experiences at Temple, this evening had provided me 

with the opportunity to address major costume issues if they arise. All actors will 

be present on stage under a simple light cue provided by the lighting designer. 

During this time I will sit with the director and my mentor to discuss each 

costume. This is not a common practice with all theatre companies, but from an 

educational point of view, this is crucial and beneficial. 

 I sat in the middle of stage right seating bank with Professor Wager to my 

left and Marie Anne Chiment sitting in the row behind me. We started the parade 

with the men of the play. Due to the nature of the period, the men had less 

garments to dress in and we wanted to use our time efficiently. Overall, a 
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majority of the men had minor alterations. At this point in the process I knew that 

trim still had to be applied and finishing touches needed to happen. With that 

being said, the color palette was cohesive and a language was being 

established. However, Professor Wager was not on board with Cliton’s costume 

and confirmed my gut instinct that it was the wrong choice. 

 We discussed at length during the dress parade how Cliton needed to 

reflect the servant class and embody his role as the narrative clown of the show. 

My advisor, Marie Anne Chiment, agreed with his comment and urged me to 

have fun with this costume. As a designer, I have a tendency to gravitate towards 

the refined, polished characters, than those quirky, obscene characters. It was 

the push that I needed to understand Cliton. Once dress parade was completed, 

I hunted through Temple’s stock in pursuit of an appropriate look for the 

gentleman who cannot tell a lie. I found an old pair of rough and ratty breeches 

from the Knaves and Serfs section of stock, and paired it with a tattered long vest 

that had been crumpled in a box of distressed clothing. By coupling both articles 

of clothing with an oversized period shirt, Cliton was born. I immediately 

contacted the actor directly and had an emergency fitting with him that day and fit 

him into costume. Elastic had to be added to the breeches and further distressing 

was needed, but aside from that we had a complete and functional look. A photo 

was taken and sent to Professor Wager right after. Within 15 minutes of receiving 

the photo, he responded with “EXECELLENT!” and that crisis was resolved. 

 Rewinding back to dress parade, the women of the cast were quite simple. 

The two dresses for Clarice were approved and fit the actress like a glove. It was 
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decided that more embellishments were needed on the gold dress to add 

contrast to her collar and cuffs. The Tomato Bisque skirt made to match Clarice’s 

bodice for her second look was flawless. Professor Wager made note several 

times as to how rich and elegant it was in color and was shocked to discover the 

skirt was made separately from the bodice.  

 I held my breath as Lucrece approached the stage in her first dress. My 

nervousness stemmed from having to admit that we were waiting on a second 

dress from The Opera Company of Philadelphia. I made note of the additional 

alterations and trims needed for the current dress and then proceeded to explain 

the situation to Professor Wager regarding the search for a new dress. I assured 

him that we would have the dress for the first dress rehearsal. He expressed that 

he trusted I would find a solution and that he was not concerned. To my relief this 

was exactly what I had hoped he would say by the end of dress parade. Knowing 

that a director has faith in you does wonders for one’s confidence and motivation. 

The stakes were now higher because I had no option but to find the best solution.  

 

                                 DRESS REHEARSALS AND PREVIEW 

  At Temple University, the first dress rehearsal for all department 

productions falls on a Sunday. This allows for almost a week to work on notes 

from Dress Parade. During this week, the dress from The Opera Company of 

Philadelphia arrived and was fitted. I decorated all of the men’s cavalier hats, last 

minute dying notes were handled and alterations were completed. I felt a sense 

of ease going into this particular dress rehearsal. All of the nervousness and fear 
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has subsided after dress parade for the major issues were tackled and 

addressed. I contribute a majority of this to the hard work and dedication from our 

costume shop. I would not have been able to be in this state of mind without the 

level of professionalism and skill that was displayed by the fine costume shop 

staff. 

 Wigs and make-up are not worn for first dress. It gives the actors the 

opportunity to focus on becoming familiar with their movements while in costume 

and how large of a foot print their costume creates on stage. Stage management 

allowed time for the actors to move within the play space. I requested this time so 

issues could be addressed and solved if necessary. Only a few minor blocking 

adjustments had to be made. With the costumes being primarily rentals it was 

imperative that they did not risk the chance of ripping or tearing any garment.  

 Once the run began, my notes consisted of setting hem lengths and 

securing collars on the doublets. I focused primarily on the overall look of the 

design and double-checking the fit of costumes. Marie Ann Chiment 

accompanied me as she always does for first dress. In the past, we quietly 

converse and exchange notes during the run. For The Liar, however, it was a 

different story. We so invested with watching the run, jotting down a note here 

and there, that we did barely spoke during the show. Once the dress rehearsal 

was over we exchanged notes. To my surprise she had few notes, but all of 

which I had written down as well.  

 During our tech table meeting post dress rehearsal, the design and 

production teams meet to discuss the run and address major notes and problems 
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that occurred. The large area of concern that was presented to both costume and 

lighting design were the shadows on the actor’s faces. I spoke up immediately 

and voiced that I would communicate to the actors that they must wear their hats 

back farther. This was the only solution that I could offer from costumes. Chris, 

the lighting designer, expressed that he would work on shifting the lights to 

create more side light from the architectural lights present on the stage. Once the 

meeting ended, I ventured back to the costume shop to meet with the shop staff, 

wardrobe supervisors and my mentor. This was our opportunity to discuss 

costume related issues in depth without involving the other areas. 

As a whole, I would say we were in decent shape at this point and nothing 

catastrophic occurred. I made the decision to switch capes for Clarice to wear at 

the end of ACT I. The original I had pulled was crushed red velvet with golden 

detail. Under the stage lights, it looked exactly like the fabric Dorante’s costume 

was made of. It gave a musical comedy feeling to the scene that was not 

necessary and frankly a bad choice. I decided to use a sky blue silk floor length 

cape that I had found in previously in stock.  

After the Sunday dress rehearsal, we had a day off to continue working on 

alterations and finishing touches before second dress. During this time we 

finished painting, adjusting accessories and distressing Cliton’s costume. An 

ermine trim was also added to Clarice’s new cape. I had missed the description 

of the cape in the text when it refers to her “ermine” piece. This is a perfect 

example of why we have dress rehearsals.  
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The wardrobe and hair/make-up crews were called early this evening to 

assist the actors in getting prepped for their first night in full make-up, wigs and 

costumes. In the previous weeks, hair and make-up sessions were scheduled to 

instruct the actors on how to apply the proper stage make-up as well as how to 

put on a wig. For many of the actors, specifically the men, this was their first time 

wearing wigs on stage. I wanted to be sure they knew the proper steps to 

prepping their hair and securing the wigs once they were on.  

There was tremendous growth from first to second dress. The actors were 

more comfortable with their movement in costume. It was apparent that they 

were comfortable in controlling the large footprints of their costumes. My designs 

had officially come to life with the addition of wigs and make-up. The Baroque 

world had been created and a snapshot of a time gone by was present. Overall, 

the wigs were worn too far forward on the forehead and needed to be worn back 

farther. I made the decision to maintain the styles of all the wigs myself during 

the run of the show. The physicality of the show caused the wigs to take a 

beating. I had to be sure the wigs looked pristine and consistent every night.  

Progress had been made with the shadows across the actors’ faces. By 

wearing the wigs, the actors naturally wore their hats farther back. The new cape 

for Clarice was a smarter choice than the red crushed velvet cape I had picked 

out before. The sky blue silk looked magical under the moonlight of the scene. All 

major notes had been completed and I was very pleased with the state the 

costumes were in. I did not receive major notes from Professor Wager that 
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evening during our tech meeting and as a shop, only minor notes needed to be 

finished. 

The Wednesday before Opening Night is reserved as the Preview for 

Temple main stage productions. It is considered an invited dress and we have 

the ability to hold or stop the show if necessary. It gives the actors and creative 

teams to have a performance in front of a live audience. With the addition of an 

audience, the temperature of the room shifts and the reality of opening night 

sinks in. I like to take this evening to enjoy the show as an audience member and 

attempt to not focus on notes. I find that this approach helps me notice major 

issues more easily. If I notice something off or wrong with a costume as a 

common audience member, then it really is a problem.  

At this point in The Liar, there were minor notes again. All that was left 

was to finish adding decorations to the men’s shoes and the show would be 

ready for opening. In the future, I will be sure to have decorations on the foot 

ware before the dress rehearsals. I had assumed this was not a priority, but it 

was brought to my attention that it could cause the actors to be uneasy or effect 

their movement. Since the decorations were small, I did not believe this would 

have been an issue, but I now understand the need to have all footwear in its 

“show state” before dress rehearsals. 
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                                                         OPENING 

  Opening Night fell on February 15th, 2013. Like any other opening, I 

expected it be filled with excitement and relief. For my thesis production I felt the 

weight of pressure that I had piled on my shoulders. My nine months of work was 

about to be visible to the Theatre Department and general public. I felt like I 

would be able to breathe for the first time that year. As a design team we decided 

to dress in formal attire and bring a sense of classiness to the event. Both Chris 

and Colin wore tuxedos, while I wore a vibrant red dress to represent my 

connection to the leading man as the “cherry on top.”  

 There were many technical issues regarding sound and light operating 

systems. Several cues were not executed properly, which resulted in scenes 

being lit incorrectly. My heart went out to the lighting designer. Although it was 

not a reflection of his work, his was visibly upset. Live theatre does not show 

mercy and this was an unfortunate event. The audience roared with laughter as 

the plot progressed and the actors fed off of this powerful energy every step of 

the way. I felt a sense of accomplishment and growth. I was proud of the world I 

had created from start to finish and felt that opening night was finest performance 

they had up to that point. At that point I realized I had to let the show go, relax, 

and eat a sundae. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EVALUATION 

 
  As a designer or any person with the creative spirit, there comes great 

inner conflict. There is a constant struggle between emotion and intellect. Finding 

a balance can be torture and sleep deprivation is inevitable. During my process 

for The Liar, I had this inner conflict present every single day. At times it was a 

driving force of inspiration, and other times it hindered me from exploring greater 

creative opportunities. Finding my emotional connection to this particular piece 

was difficult. Although I loved the whimsical quality of the language and humor, I 

did not feel instant draw to the piece like I had with Spring Awakening. It took 

time and effort on my part to understand the text and its importance. Once I was 

able to fully grasp the piece, I was able to create. 

 Establishing a firm color palette earlier in the process would have made 

the rental process more fluid. I should have spent more time researching what 

was available from rental companies in regard to color and style. Not saying that 

my design should be governed by what is available, but by knowing this 

information earlier, it would have helped narrow down my decisions. It would 

have created less explanation to the shop and the director as to why drastic 

shifts in color for characters were occurring. For a majority of the characters in 

The Liar, the silhouettes and designs of the costume remained the same, but the 

colors of the renderings were not identical to the costumes on stage.  

 From a budgetary standpoint, I would be sure to take into account how 

expensive it is to order and use rental costumes. Although we received 
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educational discounts from both companies, the price of shipping insurance was 

costly and a contributing factor to me going over budget for this production. 

Jennielynn Streed and I took this experience as a learning opportunity when 

creating a budget for period shows that will be heavily rented.  

 I am extremely proud of my thesis production of The Liar. I immersed 

myself in the 17th century and created a world that I feel world be worthy to be 

represented as a dessert. The collaborative process was fulfilling from start to 

finish and it is reflected through the final product. As a costume designer, I was 

able to aid eight actors in their transformation to Parisian desserts and give the 

audience a chance to visually taste them.  
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APPENDICIES 

APPENDIX A 
LIST OF CHARACTERS 

*Descriptions as noted in original script 
 
 

DORANTE 
a young man just arrived in Paris 

 
GERONTE 

Dorante’s father 
 

CLITON 
Dorante’s servant 

 
CLARICE 

a young lady of Paris 
 

LUCRECE 
Clarice’s best friend 

 
ALCIPPE 

Clarice’s secret fiancé 
 

PHILISTE 
Alcippe’s friend 

 
ISABELLE 

vivacious servant to Lucrece 
 

SABINE 
puritanical servant to Clarice 

 
 

Note: Isabelle and Sabine are 
Played by the same actress. 

 
 

The setting is Paris in 1643. 
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APPENDIX B 
EMOTIONAL RESPONSE IMAGES 

 
Images retrieved from Corbis Image Search 
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APPENDIX E 
                                     PERIOD CLOTHING PATTERNS
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APPENDIX D 
                  IMAGES FROM THE METROPOLITAN MUSUEM OF ART 
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APPENDIX E 
                         IMAGES FROM VICTORIA ALBERT MUSEUM 
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APPENDIX F 
                                           COSTUME RENDERINGS
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APPENDIX G 

                             RESEARCH/RENTAL/STOCK COLLAGES 
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Costume from Temple University Department of Theatre 
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Costumes from Oregon Shakespeare Festival & TDF Costume Collection 
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Costumes from Temple University Department of Theatre and TDF Costume 

Collection 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Costume from Oregon Shakespeare Festival 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APPENDIX H 

                   PRELIMINARY CHARACTER BUDGET BREAKDOWNS
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APPENDIX I 

                              THEATRICAL HAIRGOODS WIG ORDER 

 
PDF sent as attachment to accompany order form to Theatrical Hair Goods. 
Carson, Richard. (1969). Fashions in Hair: The First 5000 Years. New York: 

Hillary House Publishers, Division of Humanities Press, Inc. 
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APPENDIX J 
                           DRESS REHEARSAL AND PREVIEW NOTES 

 
Image of Daniel Craig provided by Google Image Search 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of Daniel Craig provided by 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of 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APPENDIX K 

                                     FRENCH SCENE BREAKDOWN 
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APPENDIX L 

                                    PRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHS 

     

 

 
“Clarice, Dorante and Cliton” Photographed by Luis Fernando Rodriguez 
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“Clarice, Lucrece and Cliton” Photographed by Luis Fernando Rodriguez 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“Dorante and Clarice” Photographed by Luis Fernando Rodriguez 
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“Philiste, Clarice and Lucrece” Photographed by Luis Fernando Rodriguez 
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“Clarice, Lucrece, Cliton and Bird Poop” Photographed by Ian Paul Guzzone 
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“Clarice, Dorante and Isabelle” Photograph by Ian Paul Guzzone 
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“Philiste, Dorante and Alcippe” Photograph by Ian Paul Guzzone 
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“Alcippe, Philiste and Geronte” Photographed by Ian Paul Guzzone 
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“Cliton, Dorante and Topiaries” Photographed by Ian Paul Guzzone 
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“Dorante” Photograph by Ian Paul Guzzone 
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“Cliton” Photographed by Ian Paul Guzzone 
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“Geronte, Lucrece, Isabelle and Clarice” Photographed by Ian Paul Guzzone 
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“Lucrece and Dorante” Photographed by Ian Paul Guzzone 
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“Sabine, Lucrece, Clarice and Alcippe” Photographed by Ian Paul Guzzone 

 


